The Nine Numbers as They Relate to Birth DAYS:

Number 1
Number 1 is the beginning, creator, the sun, origin, people born on the 1st 10th 19th and 28th are governed by this number
and are creative in nature, inventive, have strong individuality, ambitious and often rise in whatever profession they are.
Number 2
Feminine, represents moon. People born on the 2nd 11th 20th and 29th are governed by this number and are gentle,
imaginative, artistic, romantic, oversensitive, despondent and often melancholy if not in happy surroundings.
Number 2 people should guard against being restless, unsettled, lack of continuity in their plans and ideas and lack of self
confidence.
Number 3
This number symbolizes Jupiter. People born on the 3rd 12th 21st and 30th are governed by this number. Highly ambitious,
proud, never satisfied in subordinate positions or obligations, love order and discipline either way, extremely conscious in
carrying out their duties, excellence in position of authority in army, navy government and in general life, have secret enemies
for being dictatorial in nature.
Number 4
This number symbolizes Uranus and also Rahu. This number is closely related to number 1. People born on 4th 13th 22nd
and 31st are strongly governed by this number. Undoubtedly have a distinct character of their own, highly skeptical, always
doubtful, very sensitive, easily wounded in their feelings, inclined to feel lonely and isolated and often become despondent
and melancholy unless they have achieved success.
Number 5
This number symbolizes Mercury. People born on the 5th 14th and 23rd are ruled and governed by this number. Versatile,
compatible, quick in decision and impulsive, living on their nerves they crave excitement, great speculators, always ready to
take risks. They should guard against nervous breakdown, mental tensions that make them easily irritable and short
tempered.
Number 6
This number symbolizes Venus. People born on the 6th 15th and 24th are extremely magnetic and adored, determined in
carrying out their plans, artistic, entertaining, loving, romantic, affectionate, fond of music, paintings and anything that is rich.
Great power of making friends but cannot stand jealousy.
Number 7
This number symbolizes Neptune and also ketu. People born on the 7th, 16th and 25th are ruled and governed by this
number. Number 7 people are very independent, original and have strong marked individuality. This number is regarded as
the number of mystery relating to the spiritual side. They love change and travel, often restless in nature, visit foreign
countries, keep universal knowledge, are good writers, painters, poets and they rarely care about the material things of life.
Being philosophical in nature they create their own religion. Inclined towards occult studies they have strong intuition power
and are certainly magnetic in nature.
Number 8
This number symbolizes Saturn. All people born on the 8th 17th and 26th of any month are strongly influenced by this
number. Misunderstood in lives they are often lonely at heart, very intense nature, great individuality, extreme, often face
arguments or oppositions resulting in bitter enemies. They have the art of hiding their feelings and are great successors or
great failures. Not a very fortunate number as the greatest sacrifices come from these numbers and face greatest sorrows,
losses and humiliations. They always feel distinct and different from their fellow beings. Number 8 people should stay away
from
number
4
people.
Number 9
This number symbolizes Mars. All people born on the 9th 18th and 27th are ruled by this number. Great fighters often face a
lot of difficulties but are successful in the end by their strong will and determination, hot tempered, impulsive, excellent
organizers and independent masters of their own. They are usually successful in making great enemies but are excellent
soldiers or leaders for a cause. Number 9 people are very accident prone and resent criticism. Fortunate number to born if
one knows how to control its violent nature. This number denotes force, energy, ambition, dominion and leadership. This
number if multiplied with any number reproduces itself. Example 9 multiplies 3 = 27 , and 2+ 7 = 9.

